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The projects  presented by the Portuguese artistic duo Carla Cruz and Ângelo Ferreira de Sousa result of a
convergent dialogue related to their own personal work. The vectors that, interlaced, weave the collective
projects seek to strengthen the effectiveness of a political strategy of intervention on “public” or exhibition
spaces.

This collaboration, initiated in 2000 in the context of a broader collective adventure called Caldeira 213
(an artists run space) and recently resumed with greater intensity, is sometimes anonymous, in some other
uses the camouflage that the artistic speech offers, but always tends to a kind of disappearance without
remnants.

The precariousness of the ephemeral is a way of struggle. As in the case of the actions in the abandoned
cinema Águia de Ouro and the former Clérigos Shopping, both located in Oporto’s city center. In both it
is explored the ambiguity about the source of the artistic gesture: how does a passer-by "reads" the graffiti
left in the old cinema? As a gesture of protest or a delirium at the same time athletic and poetic? Following
the "tourist" visit organised to the old Clérigos Shopping several newspapers and TV reporters have referred
to the action without ever quoting (or even suspect) that they were before an event belonging to the activities
of a contemporary art venue. (Apêndice space). The abandonment, in which the city (Oporto) is left to, is
a fertile ground where we wish to continue to intervene.

Nowadays Carla lives in London and Ângelo in Paris where they continue both their individual practices
but also look for opportunities to intensify their ongoing virtual dialogue and collective practice.







“Journal d’Anticipation”

a project by Jocelyn Cottencin
Biennale d'art contemporain de Rennes - France, 2010

Participation in the editorial team of “Journal
d’Anticipation” (4 issues) A project by Jocelyn
Cottencin for the Rennes Contemporary Art
Biennial – France, 2010. For each edition CC+ÂFS
created interventions that read in continuity,
sketched a graphic novel that extended time:
2010, 2020, 2036 and 2060 – from the
disappearance of bronze sculptures a bit
throughout an (immigrant ) Europe to the
reappearance, in the orbit of the moon, of the
first human device to the leave the solar system:
the space probe Pioneer 10..

-
http://www.jocelyncottencin.com/lejournaldanticipation/
http://carlacruz.net/project/journal-d-anticipation#/0







“Angel Square I”

Lisbon Square former Angel Square
Former Clérigos Shopping (…)

In the year 2006, a police report informed:
“The PJ, proceeded, in the night of yesterday to the
detention of two individuals, presumed authors of
the crime of theft and dealing - occurred in the night
before -, of a bronze statue representing a feminine
figure denominated “the Angel” by the Master José
Rodrigues, that was implanted at Lisbon square,
Oporto, being the work in question recovered already
cut for foundry.
The arrested were presented to the authorities for
first interrogation and application of the necessary
measures.”
The crime that took by surprise the city’s people will
now be remembered in a tour that will attempt to
contextualize the gone art work in it’s architectonical
and social surroundings. It is requested to the interested
not to arrive after the scheduled hour, for they will
be taken on a guided tour to the ruins of the space,
that on a first step, picked itís name from a green
market, but in more recent times was called “Clérigos
Shopping”.

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=647
http://carlacruz.net/project/praca-do-anjo-i#/0





“Angel Square II”

Gesto art space and former ‘Clérigos Shopping’, 2008

Return to the ruined space and to the memory of
a stolen sculpture, this time to unveil a commemorative
plaque. The inaugural ceremony had improvised music
by the group “Calhau”. The performance wrapped up
the opening of a documentary exhibition on the life and
fall of the sculpture, called “A Anja” (=female angel).
To various police information was added an interview
with the sculptor and author of the work.

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=762
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=770 (video)
http://carlacruz.net/project/praca-do-anjo-ii#/0
http://amigosdoanjo.wordpress.com/
http://www.einsteinvoncalhau.com/ (“Calhau”)





“Angel Square III - 354 kg, 118 euros ”

“The Oporto’s Court of São João Novo ordered
yesterday, X, to a prison sentence of four months on
charges of receiving stolen goods, the only unlawful
act proved in trial”(...). As an urban tale remains the
story that the alleged thieves withdrew energy - to power
the equipment needed to shred the bronze sculpture -
directly from one of the Shopping abandoned stores.
The female angel, valued at 200 000 euros, is the thread
to the history of this square. Initially called Angel Square”
(Association of Friends of the Angel Square- AAPA).

-
http://amigosdoanjo.wordpress.com
http://trocaseporarte.blogspot.com





“Angel Square IV - AAPA’s Anual Dinner”

Oporto, 2011

Association of Friends of the Angel Square
(AAPA) Anual Dinner at Clérigos Shopping
Parking lot - Nov 17 2011)
Exhibition / Petition at Extéril Gallery,
Oporto.

-
http://vimeo.com/39217795#at=0 (video)
http://amigosdoanjo.wordpress.com/
http://www.exteril.com/





“Night on Earth”

Public intervation, graffiti / video - Oporto, 2006

We chose the movie theater Águia d’Ouro as a paradigmatic
example. Inactive for countless years, few have memory of its
golden days. Many never got to know it before its decay or even
the ruin that it is today. Thus, against the numbness induced by
this city that rots more rapidly that it renovates itself, we present
this short video that shows the announcing of a film. “Night on
Earth”. For that is what happens each new day in Oporto. It
grows dark. It becomes gloomy. It grows old..

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=439
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O85JyDH647A (video)
http://carlacruz.net/project/night-on-earth#/0





“Fox Power 800”

in collaboration with José Arnaud-Bello
MEWS _ project space
London, 2010

Three-way collaboration in a project room in London where the characteristics
and limitations of the place imposed their presence: passage between two of the
city's streets, abandoned space, no electricity, covered in weeds.
The energy comes from a generator "wolf power 800" which, when working,
produces a great deal of pollution.
Game of thresholds - between streets and psychological boundaries- the transfer
of plants to a more luminous but cruel place. In the city of urban foxes, tourist
attractions and criminals.

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=1013
http://carlacruz.net/project/foxpower-800#/0





“1980 - photography”

Mural
Lisbon, 2008

We painted a mural  from the years of the Portuguese
revolution, but with no text, thus the only reference is
iconic. The book, the dove, the factory towers. For how
long will these be a referent to communist ideas? Is the
strength of these images already gone? How does our
generation, born after the revolution, reads these images?
these are some of the questions we tried to raise with this
fake remnant of the 25th of April.







<<  “Jusqu’ici tout va bien”

Plumba art Gallery - Oporto, 2006

(...) In the earthly perspective of the immigrant, nomad or new
barbarian, the challenge imposed by the wall is to overcome it. In
the case of the Berlin wall, most of the attempts were well
documented, making it possible to separate the most creative ones
into two opposite styles: overcoming the barrier from underneath
(dug tunnels) or overcoming it from above (scaling).
The boat shown in this exhibition - machine désirante (desiring
machine) - exemplifies the latter, those who try to evade the security
by going above ground. There is a direct reference to “Valla de
Melilla” (a 6 meter high, double or triple barrier that intends to
stop migration) as it also deals with the Mediterranean Sea. (...)

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=376
http://carlacruz.net/project/jusque-ici-tout-va-bien#/0

<  “Europe”

in collaboration with several volunteers after an international
appeal for participation.
European countries, 2006-12...

The first presentation of this project took place in Plumba
gallery, in Oporto, included in the exhibition “Jusqu’ici tout
va bien”.

The more extended second presentation took place at the
“2nd Layer” exhibition.
Spike Island, Bristol - UK, 2008

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/index.php?paged=5





“Bonjardim”

a performance by
Carla Cruz and Ângelo Ferreira de Sousa
@ “a Sala” _ Oporto, 2nd/3rd March _ 2007
with:
Anabela Sousa [days 1,2]
José Pedro Ferraz [1]
Silvano Miguel [2]

As a response to the invitation to present a performance
at A Sala, we decided to organise a ‘private view’ atmosphere
but instead of being there to host we invited actors to act as our
proxies.  These had previous instructions in order to act as
Carla and Ângelo. Knowing exactly which kind of relation we
have to the expected audience.  Thus we commented on the
restrictiveness of the ‘alternative art circuits’.

-
http://www.angeloferreiradesousa.net/blog/?page_id=489





“Triumph des Wunsches”

German: Triumph of Desire
Viseu - Portugal / AH Art Gallery, 2007
at “Antimonumentos”
curator: Miguel von Hafe Pérez

The title is a reference to Leni Riefenstahl's film
Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will), a propaganda film
 made at the 1934 Nuremberg congress of the Nazi Party.

3 supermarket trolleys/ light







“Caldeira 213”

Oporto, 1999-2001...

Caldeira 213 was a self-organized and independent artist-cooperative housed in an old building in Oporto’s
historical Center that provided studios where independent artists carried out their work. Apart of this, Caldeira213
ran an exhibition program, with a broad range of activities and manifestations.

“The Caldeira 213 association was established by young artists of several areas, in January/2000, to: The
autonomous creation and administration of a versatile creative place where one can redefine the current concept
of art exhibition/exposition. A place where the production and exhibition of contemporary art is possible, apart
from all the institutionalised or commercial places...”

«… the worst thing happening at the moment is that there is just time or speed or the passage of time, but there
is no space. It is necessary to create spaces and occupy them, against this acceleration (…). The winners have
never produced culture.» (Heiner Müller)

-
http://www.caldeira213.net
https://www.facebook.com/caldeira213




